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Abstra t

Data-independent sample bounds are known
to grossly overestimate the amount of data
needed for most individual problem instan es. This has led to signi ant re ent
interest in sequential algorithms whi h also
give pre ise guarantees about the quality of
results, but determine the amount of data
needed based on hara teristi s of the a tual
problem instan e at hand, and thus need signi antly fewer examples. In this paper, we
present a pra ti al sequential sampling algorithm whi h (a) is apable of qui kly identifying the n best hypotheses and (b) works
for all utility fun tions that an be estimated
with bounded error. The algorithm thus an
be used not only for predi tive learning, but
also for tasks su h as asso iation rule nding
or subgroup dis overy. Our experiments with
two real-world domains show that our algorithm an be orders of magnitude faster than
non-sequential sampling algorithms.
1. Introdu tion

In many ma hine learning settings, an agent has to
nd a hypothesis whi h maximizes a given utility riterion. This riterion an be as simple as lassi ation a ura y, or it an be a ombination of generality
and a ura y of, for instan e, an asso iation rule. The
utility of a hypothesis an only be estimated based
on data; it annot be determined exa tly (this would
generally require pro essing very large, or even in nite
amounts of data). Algorithms an still give sto hasti
guarantees on the optimality of the returned hypotheses, but providing guarantees that hold for all possible
problems usually requires impra ti ally large samples.
Past work on algorithms with sto hasti guarantees
has on entrated on predi tive learning with instan e-
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averaging utility fun tions, and has pursued two ap-

proa hes | either pro essing a xed amount of data
and making the guarantee dependent on the observed
empiri al utility values (e.g., Freund, 1998; Langford
& M Allester, 2000), or demanding a ertain xed
quality and making the number of examples dependent on the observed utility values (Wald, 1947; Maron
& Moore, 1994; Greiner, 1996; Domingo et al., 1999)
(this is often referred to as sequential sampling).
In this paper, we generalize known sampling results in
two respe ts. Firstly, in many ases, it is more natural for a user to ask for the n best solutions instead
of the single best or all hypotheses above a threshold. Se ondly, and more importantly, many popular
utility fun tions for tasks other than predi tive learning (see, e.g., Klosgen, 1996) annot be expressed as
instan e-averaging fun tions. Improving on (S he er
& Wrobel, 2000), we therefore present a pra ti al algorithm that works for all utility fun tions that an be
estimated with bounded error, and thus an be used
not only for predi tive learning, but also for tasks su h
as asso iation rule nding or subgroup dis overy. Our
experiments with two real-world domains show that
our algorithm an be orders of magnitude faster than
non-sequential sampling algorithms.
In Se tion 2, we dis uss the problem setting and related resear h. We generalize the problem setting in
Se tion 3. Se tion 4 des ribes our sampling algorithm
and presents the sto hasti quality guarantee. In Se tion 5, we instantiate the algorithm for most of the
utility fun tions popular in KDD and prove that there
is no algorithm with similar guarantees for one utility fun tion. We dis uss experimental results on large
databases in Se tion 6; Se tion 7 on ludes.
2. Problem Setting and Prior Work

The most ommon instantiation of utility-maximizing
sear h is predi tive learning from examples. Here, the

utility fun tion to be maximized is the probability of
orre tly lassifying a random instan e drawn from the
instan e spa e X a ording to a xed, unknown distribution D. Sin e we are only given a sample S of lassied instan es, we an only estimate the error rate and
thus run the risk of over- or underestimating parti ular
hypotheses and returning a suboptimal solution.
While many pra ti al learning algorithms heuristi ally
try to limit this risk, it is learly desirable to arrive at
learning algorithms that an give pre ise guarantees
about the quality of their solutions. If the learning algorithm is not allowed to look at any data before spe ifying the guarantee or xing the required sample size
(\data-independent"), we arrive at impra ti ally large
bounds as they arise, for instan e, when applying PAC
learning (e.g., Haussler, 1992) in a data-independent
way. Resear hers have therefore turned to algorithms
that are allowed to look at (parts of) the data rst.
We an then ask two questions. Knowing that our
sample will be of size m, we an ask about the quality guarantee that results. On the other hand, knowing that we would like a parti ular quality guarantee, we an ask how large a sample we need to draw
to ensure that guarantee. The former question has
been addressed for predi tive learning in work on selfbounding learning algorithms (Freund, 1998) and shell
de omposition bounds (Haussler et al., 1996; Langford
& M Allester, 2000).
For our purposes here, the latter question is more interesting. We assume that samples an be requested
in rementally from an ora le (\in remental learning").
We an then dynami ally adjust the required sample
size based on the hara teristi s of the data that have
already been seen; this idea has originally been referred
to as sequential analysis (Dodge & Romig, 1929; Wald,
1947). Note that even when a (very large) database is
given, it is useful to assume that examples are drawn
in rementally from this database, potentially allowing
termination before pro essing the entire database (referred to as sampling in KDD; Toivonen, 1996).
For predi tive learning, the idea of sequential analysis
has been developed into the Hoe ding ra e algorithm
(Maron & Moore, 1994). It pro esses examples inrementally, updates the utility values simultaneously,
and outputs (or dis ards) hypotheses as soon as it beomes very likely that some hypothesis is near-optimal
(or very poor, respe tively). The in remental greedy
learning algorithm Palo (Greiner, 1996) has been reported to require many times fewer examples than the
worst- ase bounds suggest. In a KDD ontext, similar
improvements have been a hieved with the sequential
algorithm of (Domingo et al., 1999).

3. Generalized Problem Setting

We generalize these above results in two respe ts.
First, in many ases, it is more natural for a user to
ask for the n best solutions instead of the single best or
all hypotheses above a threshold. For instan e, a user
might nd a small number of the most interesting patterns in a database, as is the ase for asso iation rule
(Agrawal et al., 1996) or subgroup dis overy (Klosgen,
1996; Wrobel, 1997). We thus arrive at the following
generalized problem statement and quality guarantee.
De nition 1 (Approximate n-best hypotheses problem) Let D be a distribution on instan es, H a set
of hypotheses, f : H ! IR0 a fun tion that assigns

a utility value to ea h hypothesis and n a number of
desired solutions. Then let Æ, 0 < Æ  1, be a userspe i ed on den e, and " 2 IR+ a user-spe i ed maximal error. The approximate n-best hypotheses problem is to nd a set G  H of size n su h that
with on den e 1 Æ, there is no h0 2 H : h0 62
G and f (h0 ; D) > fmin + ", where fmin :=
minh2G f (h; D).

Se ondly, and more importantly, the work mentioned
above has fo used on the parti ular lass of instan eaveraging utility fun tions where the utility of a hypothesis h is the average of utilities de ned lo ally
for ea h instan e. While predi tion error learly is
an instan e-averaging utility fun tion, popular utility
fun tions for other learning or dis overy tasks often
ombine the generality of hypotheses with distributional properties in a way that annot be expressed as
average over the data re ords (Klosgen, 1996).
A popular example of su h a dis overy task is subgroup dis overy (Klosgen, 1996). Subgroups hara terize subsets of database re ords within whi h the
average value of the target attributes di ers from the
global average value, without a tually onje turing a
value of that attribute. For instan e, a subgroup might
hara terize a population whi h is parti ularly likely
(or unlikely) to buy a ertain produ t. The generality
of a subgroup is the fra tion of all database re ords
that belong to that subgroup. The term statisti al unusualness refers to the di eren e between the default
probability p0 (the target attribute taking value one in
the whole database) and the probability p of a target
value of one within the subgroup. Usually, subgroups
are desired to be both general (large g) and statistially unusual (large jp p0 j). There are many possible
utility fun tions (Klosgen, 1996) for subgroup dis overy, none of whi h an be expressed as the average
(over all instan es) of an instan e utility fun tion.

Consequently, in order to avoid unduly restri ting our
algorithm, we will not make synta ti assumptions
about f . In parti ular, we will not assume that f is
based on averages of instan e properties. Instead, we
only assume that it is possible to determine a two-sided
on den e interval f that bounds the possible di eren e between true utility and estimated utility (on a
sample) with a ertain on den e. As we will show
in Se tion 5 below, nding su h on den e intervals is
straightforward for lassi ation a ura y, and is also
possible for all but one of the popular utility fun tions
from asso iation rule and subgroup dis overy.

to be found (so it an be sure the urrent hypothesis
does not need to be in the solutions). When the algorithm has gathered enough information to distinguish
the good hypotheses that remain to be found from the
bad ones with suÆ ient probability, it exits in step 3.
Indeed it an be shown that this strategy leads to a
total error probability less than Æ as required.
Theorem 1 The algorithm will output a group G of

De nition 2 (Utility on den e interval) Let

9 2 H n G : f (h) > fmin + "℄  Æ
where fmin = minh0 2G ff (h0)g.

f

be a utility fun tion, let h 2 H be a hypotheses. Let
f (h) denote the true utility of h on the instan e distribution D, f^(h; Qm ) its estimated quality omputed
based on a sample Qm of size m, drawn iid from the
distribution D. Then E : IN  IR ! IR is a utility
on den e bound for f i for any Æ, 0 < Æ < 1,
P rQm [ f^(h; Qm )

j

j  E (m; Æ)℄  1

f (h)

Æ

(1)

If, in addition, for any Æ; 0 < Æ  1 and any " there
is a number m su h that E (m; Æ)  " we say that
the on den e interval vanishes. We will see that we
an only guarantee termination when the on den e
interval vanishes.
We sometimes write the on den e interval for a spei hypothesis h as Eh (m; Æ). Thus, we allow the onden e interval to depend on hara teristi s of h, su h
as the varian e of one or more random variables that
the utility of h depends on. We will dis uss on den e
intervals for di erent fun tions in Se tion 5.
4. Algorithm

In our algorithm (Table 1), we ombine sequential
sampling with the popular \loop reversal" te hnique
found in many KDD algorithms. In step 3b, we olle t data in rementally and apply these to all remaining hypotheses simultaneously (step 3 ). This strategy allows the algorithm to be easily implemented on
top of database systems (assuming they are apable of
drawing samples), and enables us to terminate earlier.
After the statisti s of ea h remaining hypothesis have
been updated, the algorithm he ks all remaining hypotheses and (step 3(e)i) outputs those where it an
be suÆ iently ertain that the number of better hypotheses is no larger than the number of hypotheses
still to be found (so they an all be ome solutions),
or (Step 3(e)ii) dis ards those hypotheses where it an
be suÆ iently ertain that the number of better other
hypotheses is at least the number of hypotheses still

exa tly n hypotheses (assuming that jH j > n) su h
that, with on den e 1 Æ, no other hypothesis in H
has a utility whi h is more than " higher than the utility
of any hypothesis that has been returned:
P r[ h

(2)

The proof (whi h an be found in the full paper; S heffer & Wrobel, 2001) has two parts. We an rst prove
that at any time step i (1  i  M ) and for any
hypothesis h 2 Hi , the two-sided di eren e between
f^(h; Qi ) and f (h) is at most Eh (i; 2MÆjHi j ). Using this
Lemma, we an then prove that the algorithm never
outputs a hypothesis for whi h there are at least n
other hypotheses with a utility value that is " or more
higher, and never dis ards a hypothesis whi h is among
the n best hypotheses. Se ondly, we an show that after M examples have been seen, we an be ertain that
the two-sided di eren e between f^(h; Qi ) and f (h) lies
below 2" . It is then safe to output the hypotheses with
highest estimated utility.
Theorem 2 (Termination) If for any Æ (0 < Æ  1)
and " > 0 there is a number m su h that E (m; Æ) 
",

then the algorithm an be guaranteed to terminate.
Moreover, the number of required examples is at most
the smallest number m for whi h E (m; 2jÆH j )  2" .

Corre tness of Theorem 2 follows immediately from
Step 3 of the algorithm. Theorem 2 says that we an
guarantee termination if the on den e interval vanishes for large numbers of examples.
5. Instantiations

In order to implement the algorithm for a given interestingness fun tion we have to nd a on den e bound
E (m; Æ ) that satis es Equation 1 for that spe i
f.
We will in the following present a list of on den e intervals. We will start with the easiest ase { instan e
averaging fun tions su h as lassi ation a ura y {
and then dis uss the fun tions that are most ommonly
used for knowledge dis overy tasks. We ask the reader
to refer to the full paper (S he er & Wrobel, 2001) for
the proofs.

Table 1.

Generi sequential sampling algorithm for the n-best hypotheses problem

Algorithm. Input: n (number of desired hypotheses), " and Æ (approximation and on den e parameters).
Output: n approximately best hypotheses (with on den e 1 Æ).
1. Let n1 = n (the number of hypotheses that we still need to nd) and Let H1 = H (the set of hypotheses
that have, so far, neither been dis arded nor a epted). Let Q0 = ; (no sample drawn yet). Let i = 1 (loop
ounter).
2. Let M be the smallest number su h that E (M; 2jÆH j )  2" .

3. Repeat until ni = 0 Or jHi+1 j = ni Or E (i; 2jHÆ i j )  2"
(a) Let Hi+1 = Hi .
(b) Query a random item of the database qi . Let Qi = Qi 1 [ fqi g.
( ) Update the empiri al utility f^ of the hypotheses in Hi .
(d) Let Hi be the ni hypotheses from Hi whi h maximize the empiri al utility f^.
(e) For h 2 Hi While ni > 0 And jHi j > ni n
o
Æ
^
)
" And h 2 Hi (h appears
f
(
h
;
Q
)
+
E
(
i;
i. If f^(h; Qi )  Eh (i; 2MÆjHi j ) + hk 2max

k
i
h
k
Hi nHi
2M jHi j
good) Then Output hypothesis h and then Delete h from Hi+1 and Let ni+1 = ni 1. Let Hi
be the new set of empiri allyn best hypotheses.
o
Æ
ii. Else If f^(h; Qi )  hkmin
Eh (i; 2MÆjHi j ) (h appears poor) Then
2Hi f^(hk ; Qi ) Ehk (i; 2M jHi j )
Delete h from Hi+1 . Let Hi be the new set of empiri ally best hypotheses.
(f) In rement i.
4. Output the ni hypotheses from Hi whi h have the highest empiri al utility.
5.1 Instan e-Averaging Fun tions
This simplest form of a utility fun tion is the average, over all example queries, of some instan e utility fun tion fRinst (h; qi ). The utility is then de ned
as f (h) = finst (h; qi )D(qi )dqi (the average over
the instan e distribution)
and the estimated utility
P
is f^(h; Qm) = m1 m
f
i=1 inst (h; qi ) (average over the
example queries). An easy example of an instan eaveraging utility is the lassi ation a ura y. We assume that the possible range of utility values lies between 0 and  ( = 1 for lassi ation a ura y).
We an derive a on den e interval E (m; Æ) whi h satis es Equation 1 from the Hoe ding inequality (whi h
is a general probability tail bound). qEquation 1 is
satis ed when we hoose E (m; Æ) = 2m2 log 2Æ . In
Equation 3 we insert our de nition of E into Equation
1. We apply the Hoe ding inequality in Equation 4
and obtain the desired result.
Pr

h

=

jf^(h; Qm)
"

Pr

j

f (h) > E (m; Æ )

jf^(h; Qm )

j

f (h) >

i

r

2 log 2
2m Æ

#

(3)
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For implementation purposes, the Hoe ding inequality is less suited sin e it it not very tight. For large
m, we an repla e the Hoe ding inequality by the normal distribution, referring to the entral limit theorem.
f^(h; Qm ) f (h) is a random variable with mean value
0; we further know that f^(h; Qm ) is bounded between
zero and . In order to al ulate the normal distribution, we need to refer to the varian e of our random
variable. In step 3, the varian e is not known sin e we
do not refer to any parti ular hypothesis. We an only
bound the varian e as s  2pm . Random variable
2pm(f^(h;Qm ) f (h)) is governed by the standard normal

distribution whi h implies that a on den e interval
of E (m; Æ) = z1 2Æ  2pm satis es Equation 1. This
interval is a little tighter than Hoe ding's inequality.
We an look up the inverse normal distribution z .
In Steps 3(e)i and 3(e)ii, we refer to spe i hypotheses
h and an therefore determine the empiri al varian e

Table 2.

f (h)

instan e-averaging
g (p p0 )

j

j

g p p0
P
g 1 i=1 pi p0i
g 2 (p p0 )
g 2 p p0
P
g2 1
p 0i
i=1 pi

j

j

E (m; Æ )

j

p
pgg(jpp pp00j)
pg 1 P jpi

z1 Æ 

2pm
2

z

Æ

;

(z
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Æ

)

2

j

E (m; Æ )

r

z

Æ

z

Æ

= 21pm4 + 21pm4 +
p
Eh (m; Æ ) = sg z1 Æ + sp z1
4

of f^(h; Qm ). We an de ne Eh (m; Æ) in Equation 6.
E (m; Æ )

=

z1

= z1
Æ
2

Æ

 sh

2
v
u
m
X
1u
t (finst (h; qi )

m

=
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Æ sh
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4
p 4
m+ m
E (m; Æ ) = 2p3m z1 Æ + 4mpm (z1 Æ )2 + 8m1pm (z1 Æ )3
2
2
2
Eh (m; Æ ) = (2sg + sp )z1 Æ + (s2g + 2sg sp )(z1 Æ )2 + sp s2g (z1 Æ )3
2
2
2

j

p0i

i=1

=

E (m; Æ )

j

j

Utility fun tions and the orresponding utility on den e bounds

E (m; Æ )

i=1

(5)
f^(h; Qi ))2

(6)

The
exits the for loop (at latest) when
 algorithm

Æ
"
E m; 2jH j  2 . We an show that this is the ase
with ertainty when m  2"22 log j2HÆj . It follows from
inserting this bound and our de nition of E into the
Hoe ding equality.
But note that our algorithm will generally terminate
mu h earlier; rstly, be ause we use the normal distribution rather than the Hoe ding approximation and,
se ondly, our sequential approa h will terminate mu h
earlier when the n best hypotheses di er onsiderably from many of the \bad" hypotheses. The worst
ase o urs only when all hypotheses in the hypothesis spa e are equally good whi h makes it mu h more
diÆ ult to identify the n best ones.
5.2 Utility Fun tions used for KDD Problems
Table 2 summarizes our results on more general utility
fun tions that are popular in KDD (Klosgen, 1996).
See our full paper (S he er & Wrobel, 2001) for proofs
and a more detailed dis ussion.
The rst lass of nontrivial utility fun tions weight the
generality g of a subgroup and the deviation of the
probability of a ertain feature p from the default probability p0 equally (Piatetski-Shapiro, 1991). Hen e,
these fun tions multiply generality and distributional
unusualness of subgroups. Alternatively, we an use
the absolute distan e jp p0 j between probability p
and default probability
P p0 . The multi- lass version of
this fun tion is g 1 jpi p0i j where p0i is the default

r

z1 Æ z1 Æ

4
4
2pm 2pm
ps z
Æ +
g 1
4

Æ sp z
4

1

Æ
4

sample bound
22 log jHi j
"2
2Æ
18 log 8jHi j
"2

Æ

982 log 8jHi j
"

Æ

648 log 8jHi j
"2

Æ

probability for lass i.
The third row of Table 2 summarizes our results for
utility fun tions with squared terms (Wrobel, 1997)
whi h are introdu ed to put more emphasis on the the
di eren e between p and the default probability.
The nal lass of utility fun tions that we study is derived from the binomial test heuristi (Klosgen, 1992)
whi h is based on elementary onsiderations. Suppose
that the probability p is really equal to p0 (i.e., the
orresponding subgroup is really uninteresting). How
likely is it that the subgroup with generality g displays a frequen y of p^ on the sample Q with a greater
di eren e jp^ p0 j? For large jQj  g, (^p p0 ) is governed by the normal distribution with mean value of
zero and varian e at most 2p1m . The probability density fun tion of the normal distribution is monotoni ,
and
the resulting on den e is order-equivalent to
pm(so
p
p0 ) (m being the support) whi h is fa tor
equivalent to pg(p p0 ). Several variants of this utility fun tion have been used. The worst- ase sample
size bound given in Table 2 is not very tight. In the
empiri al studies (see Se tion 6) we observed quite a
reasonable behavior of our algorithm for this utility.
5.3 Negative Results
Several independent impurity riteria have led to utility fun tions whi h are fa tor-equivalent to f (h) =
g
2
1 g (p p0 ) ; e.g., Gini diversity index and twoing
riterion (Breiman et al., 1984), and the hi-square
test (Piatetski-Shapiro, 1991). Note that it is also
order-equivalent to the utility measure used in Inferrule (Uthurusamy et al., 1991). Unfortunately, this
utility fun tion is not bounded and a few examples
that have not been in luded in the sample an impose
dramati hanges on the values of this fun tion. This
motivates our negative result.
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Theorem 3 There is no algorithm that satis es Theorem 1 when f (h) = 1 g g (p p0 )2 .

ples may still impose huge hanges on f^(h; Qm ) whi h
renders the use of sampling algorithms prohibitive.

Sket h of proof. We need to show that f^(h; Qm )
f (h) is unbounded for any nite m. This is easy sin e
g +"
g
1 (g+") 1 g goes to in nity when g approa hes 1 or
1 " (Equation 7).

6. Experiments

g+"

1 (g + ")

1

g
g

= (g + " "1)(g 1)

(7)

This implies that, even after an arbitrarily large sample has been observed (that is smaller than the whole
database), the utility of a hypothesis with respe t to
the sample an be arbitrarily far from the true utility.
The pi ture does not hange when we require f^(h; Q)
only to be within a multipli ative onstant. When
a sampling algorithm uses all but very few database
transa tions as sample, then the few remaining exam-

In our experiments, we want to study the order of
magnitude of examples whi h are required by our algorithm for realisti tasks. Furthermore, we want to
measure how mu h an improvement our sequential algorithm a hieves over a \stati " algorithm that determines the sample size with worst- ase bounds.
We implemented a simple subgroup dis overy algorithm. Hypotheses onsist of onjun tions of up to
k attribute value tests, ontinuous attributes are disretized in advan e. The non-sequential algorithm
that we use determines a sample size M like our algorithm does in step 2, but using the full available
error probability Æ rather than only 2Æ . Hen e, the nonsequential algorithm has a lower worst- ase sample

size than the sequential one but never exits or returns
any hypothesis before that worst- ase sample bound
has been rea hed. Sequential and non-sequential sampling algorithm use the same normal approximation
and ome with identi al guarantees on the quality of
the returned solution.
For the rst set of experiments, we used a database of
14,000 fruit jui e pur hase transa tions. Ea h transa tion is des ribed by 29 attributes whi h spe ify properties of the pur hased jui e as well as ustomer attributes. The task is to identify subgroups of ustomers that di er from the overall average with respe t to their preferen e for ans, re y lable bottles, or
non-re y lable bottles. We studied hypothesis spa es
of size 288 (k = 1, hypotheses test one attribute for
a parti ular value), 37,717 (k = 2, onjun tions of
two tests), and 3,013,794 (k = 3). Sin e Æ has only
a minor (logarithmi ) in uen e on the resulting sample size, all results presented in Figure 1 were obtained with Æ = 0:1. We varied the utility fun tion;
the target attribute has three possible
P values, so we
used the Putility fun tions f1 = g 31 P3i=1 jpi p0i j,
3 jp p j, and f = pg 1 3 jp p j.
f2 = g 2 31
3
0i
i=1 i
3 i=1 i 0i
Figure 1 shows the sample size of the non-sequential
algorithm as well as the sample size required before the sequential algorithm returned the rst (out
of ten) hypothesis and the sample size that the sequential algorithm required to return the last (tenth)
hypothesis and terminate. The sequential algorithm
tends to terminate signi antly earlier than the nonsequential one; as " be omes small, the relative bene t
of sequential sampling an rea h orders of magnitude.
Consider, for instan e, the linear utility fun tion and
k = 1;  = :1; Æ = :1 where the sequential algorithm
an return the rst hypothesis after 9,800 examples
whereas the non-sequential algorithm returns the solution only after 565,290 examples.
For the se ond set of experiments, we used the data
provided for the KDD up 1998. The data ontains
95,412 re ords that des ribe mailings by a veterans
organization. Ea h re ord ontains 481 attributes des ribing one re ipient of a previous mailing. The target elds note whether the person responded and how
high his donation to the organization was. Our task
was to nd large subgroups of re ipients that were
parti ularly likely (or unlikely) to respond (we used
the attribute \Target B" as target and deleted \Target D"). Our hypothesis spa e onsists of all 4492 attribute value tests.
Figure 2 displays the sample sizes required by the sequential and the non-sequential sampling algorithm
Note that we use a logarithmi (log10 ) s ale on the

axis. Although it is fair to say that this is a larges ale problem, the sample sizes used by the sequential
sampling algorithm are in a reasonable range for all
three studied utility fun tions. Less than 10,000 examples are required when " is as small as 0:002 for
f = g jp p0 j and f = g 2 jp p0 j and when  is 0:05
for f = pgjp p0 j. The relative bene t of sequential over non-sequential sampling is between one and
three orders of magnitude. For instan e, in Figure 2a
(" = 0:002) the non-sequential algorithm requires over
107 examples (of ourse, mu h more than are available)
whereas the sequential one needs about 104:2 .
y

7. Dis ussion and Related Results

Sequential analysis is a very promising approa h to
redu ing the sample size required to guarantee a high
quality of the returned hypotheses. Sample sizes in
the order of what the Cherno and Hoe ding bounds
suggest are only required when all hypotheses exhibit
identi al empiri al utility values (in this ase, identifying whi h one is really best is diÆ ult). In all other
ases, the single best, or the n best hypotheses an be
identi ed mu h earlier.
In essen e, the problem settings of sequential analysis (Wald, 1947), in remental learning (e.g., Greiner,
1996) and database sampling (e.g., Toivonen, 1996)
are equal. In ea h ase, data is pro essed sequentially and the hypothesis spa e updated in ea h step.
The learning algorithm is to determine when suÆ ient
data has been pro essed and no further data needs
to be olle ted. The setting di ers from most de nitions of a tive learning (e.g., Cohn et al., 1996) in
the fa t that the algorithm determines the number of
examples it needs, but it does not query spe i (regions of) instan es that it onsiders helpful. Also, the
setting di ers fundamentally from the online learning
setting (e.g., Ben-David et al., 1997) where the target
hypothesis needs to be identi ed exa tly after nitely
many steps.
The main ontribution of this paper is a generalization
of sequential analysis to utility fun tions that annot
be expressed as an average over all instan es. We an
thus over popular utility fun tions used in data mining su h as gjp p0 j where both g and p are an average.
Known ma hine learning and knowledge dis overy algorithms that exploit the general idea of sequential
analysis (e.g., Maron & Moore, 1994; Greiner, 1996;
Domingo et al., 1999 do not over su h utility fun tions. Our algorithm requires a utility on den e interval spe i for ea h lass of utility fun tions. We
presented su h intervals for most of the popular fun tions in KDD and showed that there is no su h inter-

val for one lass of fun tions. Another small but useful
generalization is that our algorithm nds the n approximately best hypotheses whi h is often appropriate for
knowledge dis overy tasks.
Note that the presented algorithm di ers quite
strongly from the less pra ti al algorithm presented by
S he er and Wrobel (2000). Both the use of on den e
intervals and the use of empiri al varian es in determining the individual intervals for ea h hypothesis are
important extensions, and are ru ial for a hieving the
kind of empiri al results reported in Se tion 5.
Our algorithm represents all hypotheses in the urrent
hypothesis spa e expli itly. In its urrent form, it it
therefore only appli able when the hypothesis spa e is
relatively small, as is the ase, for instan e, with asso iation rule and subgroup dis overy. Note, however,
that the ore of our algorithm is the sequential me hanism whi h it employs to determine the sample size
that suÆ es to guarantee a high quality of the solution
for the given problem. This me hanism an in prin iple also be ombined with impli it representations of
the hypothesis spa e (used in most ma hine learning
algorithms). Future work should address this issue.
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